Introduction
In recent years there have been several proposals to reform aspects of Scottish criminal procedure. The rationales for these proposals are largely considerations of efficiency, and in particular a desire to improve the accuracy of fact-finding. The procedural rights of suspects and accused persons are acknowledged, but often in a somewhat perfunctory fashion. Since there is no detailed consideration of the values they embody, these rights are vulnerable to interpretation in a way which allows them to be outweighed by other considerations, such as the rights and interest of victims or of the wider society. Features of criminal procedure are assessed solely on their instrumental, or 'truth-finding' abilities, and there is little attempt to offer a normative account. Furthermore, some of the proposed changes would situate Scottish criminal procedure closer to non-adversar-ial and 'inquisitorial' systems, and away from its adversarial roots.
1 Reform proponents seem untroubled by such a shift, believing that since the purpose of the criminal trial is to attain a high degree of fact-finding accuracy, it matters not whether this is achieved by adversarial or non-adversarial procedures.
This paper describes and critiques the recent proposals and the principles which are said to lie behind them, and draws comparisons with similar efficiency-driven reforms in England and Wales. It argues that there has been too much emphasis on the need for the criminal process to become better at finding 'the truth' . This approach tends to equate erroneous acquittals and wrongful convictions, and by doing so fails to recognise a fundamental tenet of adversarial criminal procedure, namely that protecting the innocent against wrongful conviction is of the utmost importance. The paper also suggests that there should be greater focus on non-instrumental and process values. These values risk being obscured by an exclusive focus on 'the search for the truth' . It is adherence to process values which gives the state the moral legitimacy it needs in order to condemn and punish the accused.
Background
Criminal procedure may be described as the body of laws and rules which govern the investigation and prosecution of crimes. Its primary purpose is to determine whether those who are suspected of breaching the criminal law are indeed guilty of having done so and are thus deserving of punishment. Substantive criminal law has been described as the '"Cinderella subject" of the legal academy' -an essentially practical matter, devoid of much in the way of theory. 2 Extending the metaphor, criminal procedure is no doubt considered by many to be like Cinderella's broom: a useful tool, perhaps even an essen-1 Referring to the criminal procedure systems of some Continental European countries as 'inquisitorial' is not particularly accurate; as Brants has suggested: 'Given that almost all modem criminal justice systems combine procedural features of both traditions, it is better to consider them not as being totally adversarial or inquisitorial, but as positioned on a continuum. Indeed, rather than speak of inquisitorial or adversarial systems, it is more accurate to see modem jurisdictions as primarily "shaped by" the inquisitorial or adversarial tradition': Brants, Wrongful convictions and inquisitorial process: the case of the Netherlands, 80 University of Cincinnati Law Review (2012) pp. 1069-1114, at 1073. 'Inquisitorial' is, however, used in the present paper since it is the term employed in recent Scottish reform proposal documents. tial one, but not worthy of much consideration, far less of philosophical analysis. 3 In Scotland, recommendations for changes to criminal procedure have recently become the focus of some debate. However, although the pace of change has accelerated, and the proposed changes have become more radical, philosophical analysis and commentary remain sparse.
Some important procedural changes came about as a result of the case of Cadder v. HM Advocate in 2010. 4 Cadder and its impact have been described elsewhere and will not be considered at length in the present paper. 5 In brief, the UK Supreme Court found that the failure of Scottish law to recognise a right to legal advice for suspects prior to police questioning was contrary to Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), as interpreted by the European Court of Human Rights in Salduz v. Turkey. 6 The relevant domestic legislation was amended to provide that suspects who are detained 7 or attend voluntarily at a police station 8 have a right to a private consultation with a solicitor before questioning, 9 and also at any time during such questioning. 10 The Scottish Government invited the Lord President 11 to nominate a High Court judge to review 'key elements of Scottish criminal law and practice' 12 in light of the decision in Cadder. Lord Carloway took up the task and his 2011 Review made many important recommendations regarding police powers of arrest, and the law and practice of questioning and detaining Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995, s 15A(b) (henceforth: '1995 Act'). 9 1995 Act, s 15A(3)(a). 10 1995 Act, s 15A(3)(b). These provisions will be replaced by s 32 of the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2016 when that legislation is brought in to force.
11
The Lord President of the Court of Session (a civil court) is also the Lord Justice General of the High Court of Justiciary (a criminal court), and as such is Scotland's most senior judge.
12
The Carloway Review: Report and Recommendations (2011) (henceforth: '2011 Review') para. 1.0.1. The report is available at: http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/925/0122808.pdf. suspects. 13 The Review proved highly controversial, particularly its recommendation that the requirement for corroborated evidence be abolished.
14 The resulting legislation made many changes to police powers of arrest and suspects' rights during police detention, but the proposal regarding corroboration was dropped from the Bill and is to be subject to further consideration by the Scottish Government. 15 The focus of this paper is on more recent proposals. It is, however, notable that the 2011 Review defined 'miscarriages of justice' in a 'broad sense ' , 16 that is, as including erroneous acquittals as well as wrongful convictions. 17 That acquittal of those who are in fact guilty should be regarded not merely as an inaccurate verdict, but as a miscarriage of justice is not the usual understanding of that term. This is discussed further, below. The practice adopted in the 2011 Review -recommendations for profound changes to criminal procedure emanating from one person -has been criticised. 18 However, the mechanisms of reform are not the subject of this paper. Rather, it considers the extent to which recent proposals reflect underlying process values. Process values are often at risk of being sacrificed to outcomes since their underlying principles are not always readily apparent and can be difficult to articulate. There is a danger that they become viewed as purely technical matters, hence of lesser importance than the outcome -accurate and efficient fact-finding -that they are assumed to serve. 19 This paper argues that many process values promote other goals, rather than that of ascertaining 'the truth' . Although the paper focuses mainly on Lord Carloway's proposals, this should not be construed as a personal attack; his Lordship is to be commended for fostering debate on the modernisation of the criminal process and many of his suggestions are to be welcomed. The concern, however, is that there has been little theoretical analysis of Scottish criminal procedure, more generally, and that these latest reform proposals continue this approach. 
3.
The Recent Proposals 
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According to Lord Carloway, the current practice in Scottish trials whereby witnesses are generally required to give evidence in person was 'time consuming, expensive and unnecessary in the modern era'. 23 Instead, he proposed that video or audio recordings should be made of witnesses' police statements, and these should be used as evidence at trial instead of live, oral testimony.
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He also favoured a more episodic approach to the trial, which should cease to be the point at which the court would hear testimony from all the witnesses. The 2015 Review also made recommendations for reform of the taking of evidence of children and other vulnerable witnesses in advance of the trial, with Western Australia, England & Wales, and Norway being considered as potential models for Scotland. 36 Norwegian law provides for pre-trial hearings at which children or other vulnerable witnesses are questioned soon after a crime has been reported. The interviews are conducted in a Barnehus, a State Children's House, 37 and although the accused is not generally present (indeed, there may not be an identified suspect at this stage) prosecution and defence lawyers attend the hearing. 38 The lawyers do not, however, question the witness; this is done by a specially trained police officer. 39 The 2015 Review team visited a Barnehus and described it as an 'outstanding facility'. 40 The Australian and English systems also allow for the pre-trial recording of statements from child witnesses, but cross-examination of the witness often does not occur until several months later, and is conducted by the accused's own lawyer. Where both the evidence-in-chief and the cross-examination of a witness are recorded pre-trial, this has become known as a 'Full Pigot' , and where only the former is recorded this is described as a 'Half Pigot' (see ibid. para 2.20).
While ultimately favouring the Norwegian example, 42 the Review did recognise that its adoption would require major changes to Scottish law, procedures and culture. 43 One difficulty is the importance placed in the Scottish system on the cross-examination of prosecution witnesses by the defence lawyer at the trial itself. The Review advocated change here, too, stating:
It is now widely accepted that taking the evidence of young and vulnerable witnesses requires special care, and that subjecting them to the traditional adversarial form of examination and cross-examination is no longer acceptable. 44 The Review argued that cross-examination was 'essentially destructive, aiming to undermine or discredit the witness and their testimony', thus it was no longer appropriate to subject young or otherwise vulnerable witnesses to it. 45 It concluded that the examination of all witnesses need not be conducted at the trial itself, so long as this was supervised by an impartial judicial authority, 46 and reiterated the proposal that the Scottish Parliament enact legislation to allow pre-recorded witness statements to replace oral testimony. 47 Further examination of the witness at the trial could be permitted on application to the court, but the form and content of this 'need not follow current adversarial practice' . 48 The proposals would require judges to play a more active role in case management, to ensure that defence lawyers do not specify, as a matter of routine, that they need to cross-examine all prosecution witnesses. 49 Pre-recorded evidence is regarded as hearsay in Scots law, and as a general rule hearsay evidence is inadmissible since it is not regarded as being the best evidence. 50 This is in large part based on the fact that it is not susceptible to cross-examination. If Scotland is to permit pre-recorded witness statements to replace oral testimony, it will also require to amend its laws on hearsay.
The 2015 Review floated some general ideas for reform for consideration by the Scottish Government, rather than delineating concrete recommendations; as Lord Carloway Ibid. at 8.
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The Scottish Courts and Tribunals Service is the new name for the Scottish Courts Service, fromin pre-recorded form; and that the subsequent cross-examination of that witness will also, on application, be recorded in advance of trial.
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The above recommendations, and the concomitant changes to the trial structure and the law on hearsay, have not yet been enacted. It took five years for the proposals in the first Carloway Review to become law, but this was in large part due to the controversy engendered by the proposal to abolish the requirement for corroborated evidence. These latest recommendations may well be enacted more quickly.
On becoming Lord Justice-General 56 in 2016, Lord Carloway used the occasion of his installation as an opportunity to comment on some current procedural issues, including pre-trial time limits. Scottish legislation provides that in cases prosecuted under solemn procedure, 57 once an accused person has been fully committed for trial and remanded in custody the trial must commence within 140 days.
58 The provision is intended to minimise the amount of time accused persons spend in custody prior to trial, 59 and has been referred to as 'the jewel in the crown' of the Scottish criminal justice system. 60 The time limit was previously 110 days and the court had to be satisfied that any delay was not due to the fault of the prosecution. The period was increased in 2004 to its current 140 days, and it was also provided that this could be extended by a court 'on cause shown'. Solemn cases are those prosecuted on indictment, before a judge and a jury. Less serious cases are prosecuted using summary procedure, that is, without a jury. The maximum penalty in the latter type of case is 12 months' imprisonment and/or a fine of £10,000. The time period is now being breached in High Court trials on a regular basis, and it has been suggested that the more liberal 'cause shown' ground is being interpreted by the courts to allow postponement where the prosecution is unprepared for trial due to a lack of resources.
62 Commenting on these breaches of the time limit, Lord Carloway stated:
The however, there needs to be a full assessment of its impact on the accused's right to challenge the prosecution's case. This requires careful analysis of the value of the right and the role it plays in the trial -which in turn requires articulation of a philosophy of the criminal process.
Lord Carloway is not the first judge who may be said to have favoured a pragmatic approach to law reform, nor is his review the first to be criticised for a lack of theory. 
'Fairness' in Criminal Procedure
There are frequent mentions of 'fairness' in the Scottish reform proposals, but these are often in general terms, rather than being specific to the accused's right to a fair procedure. Thus the Murrayfield lecture refers to a vision of a 'much fairer system of justice for all'. ' , 81 suggesting that the accused's rights must be considered in the context of fairness to other parties, such as witnesses and victims. Thus even when the need for fairness to the accused is expressed, it is often included as something to be balanced against other considerations. There is no explicit recognition that the rights of the accused to a fair trial are paramount; they must generally trump those of other parties when their rights conflict. 2015 Review, para 2.73. See also the hope expressed in para 5.9 that the Review will lead to 'a system of justice that deals with cases speedily, effectively and fairly' .
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Next Steps, para 28.
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Ibid. para 39.
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Ibid. para 29.
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2015 Review, para 1.8. But note the context, as previously described above: the ECHR's fair trial requirements are said to be 'expressed at a high level of abstraction' . See also paras 3.33 (discussed further below), 3.49, 3.51, 5.3, and Next Steps, pp. 36, 38, 48 and 65. The more frequent references to the accused's right to a fair trial in the latter document is in part due to the fact that this summarised the views of practitioners who attended the various workshops -and they were keen to emphasise the importance of the accused's fair trial rights. The accused's rights are added almost as an afterthought in the discussion of vulnerable witnesses: since the experience of testifying in court is 'potentially harmful to young and vulnerable witnesses' it is concluded that 'every step should be taken -consistent with fairness to the accused -to avoid that harm occurring' . 82 In similar fashion, the Review concludes that judicial control will be required to discourage defence lawyers from requiring all prosecution witnesses to testify at trial. Such control is said to be 'quite consistent with the concept of a fair trial' . 83 Where the European Court of Human Rights has not criticised a particular aspect of a legal system's criminal procedure, then this seems to be taken to mean that the procedure in question is compatible with Article 6. In the discussion of cross-examination, the Review explains that 'the rights to a fair trial in Article 6 … apply to the entire criminal investigation and prosecution process, and not just to the final trial diet itself' 84 -a statement which appears to be favourable to suspects and accused persons. However, it seems that this is a double-edge sword for the accused. The Review continues:
This means that, on the one hand, procedures have to be consistent with Article 6 rights from the moment that a suspect is identified and apprehended; but on the other, the introduction of the safeguards required, such as those needed to preserve the Convention right of examination, need not be confined to the final trial diet.
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The Review then reasons: 'It follows from this that the setting for the cross-examination need not be in the courtroom', 86 thus bolstering its conclusion that pre-recorded testimony need not breach the accused's rights. In Next Steps, the accused's right to examine prosecution witnesses is described as 'essential for a fair trial' . However, this right was then tied to the need for full and early disclosure of the prosecution's case which would allow the defence to specify which aspects of that case the accused is disputing, and to agree all other evidence, pre-trial. Again, the conclusion is one which whittles down the accused's rights: traditionally, the Scottish system required all witnesses essential to the prosecution's case to testify; henceforth, the defence will be able to challenge 'only those witnesses whose testimony sheds light on the matters in dispute' .
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As noted above, reports that the statutory time limit is regularly being breached in High Court trials led the Lord Justice General to question whether the current time lim- it was 'in accord with modern principles of fairness or justice' . One might ask: fairness or justice for whom? Arguably not for the presumptively innocent accused who faces a lengthier period of incarceration on remand. Even many defence lawyers seem to have accepted the inevitability of an extension to the statutory period, with one senior advocate suggesting that 'we should cease the pretence of the rule and replace it with one which is realistic and which is only extended when real cause is actually shown'.
88 Thus, changes are again being proposed to an important aspect of Scottish criminal procedure -and an important safeguard for the accused -without a detailed analysis of its value in the process.
Efficiency and the Search for 'the Truth'
It is noteworthy that the second of the 2015 Review's principles stresses the need for criminal cases to be dealt with 'efficiently' . This is a recurring theme in these reform proposals: there are six references to 'efficiency' and a dozen mentions of 'efficient' or 'efficiently' in the 2015 Review. In the Next Steps document, 'efficiency' or 'efficiencies' appears 13 times.
89 'Efficiency' generally refers to the ability of a process or system to achieve a particular objective without wasting resources, including money and time. What, then, is the objective of the criminal process to which efficiencies should be directed? It is clear that for the Review the principal objective is accuracy in fact-finding; it criticises current Scottish criminal trials on the basis that they 'do not operate in a manner best suited to the ascertainment of fact'. 90 The reform proposals therefore evaluate the criminal process 
cases which take too long to process have a detrimental effect on the ability of the system 'to do what it is meant to do -ascertain the truth';
99 by contrast, pre-recorded statements 'will make a positive contribution to the ascertainment of the truth' . 100 In short, as the Review itself puts it, its 'primary concern' is 'to explore how the task of ascertaining the truth in a criminal trial can be supported' . 101 It might be felt that this is a sensible stance for reformers to take -surely the criminal process is about efficient truth-finding -acquitting the innocent and convicting the guilty? The danger here is that elevating the ascertainment of the truth as not merely an important goal of the process, but the only goal, makes it easy to devalue, and 91 2015 Review, para 1.1, (footnote omitted). perhaps even to abolish, those aspects of the process which do not serve this instrumental function.
Moving towards an Inquisitorial System
If some of the recent reform proposals were to be implemented, the Scottish criminal process would move away from its adversarial roots. If truth-finding is indeed the purpose of the process, as the Review supposes, then the means by which this end is achieved matter little; Scotland should not be averse to borrowing from other systems' criminal procedures, including inquisitorial ones, particularly if we believe that the latter are more committed to searching for -and may well be better at ascertaining -the truth. 102 The use of pre-trial witness statements in lieu of live testimony, as advocated by the Murrayfield lecture and 2015 Review, is already permitted in the Netherlands and in Germany. 103 Adoption of a similar approach in Scotland would represent a move towards a more inquisitorial criminal process. As we have seen, Lord Carloway also favoured a more episodic approach to the trial. He initially rejected any suggestion that this would represent a shift away from the traditional adversarial approach on the basis that it would continue to be the parties (the prosecution and the defence) who would be responsible for finding the evidence and putting it before the court. 104 Party control over the process, rather than control by the court or judge, is certainly a central feature of adversarial systems -but so is the view that the trial marks the culmination of the process at which all the testimony and other evidence must be heard. Indeed, it has been suggested that one hallmark of the adversarial process is that it This requirement for all evidence to be presented to the court for the first time, and on the one occasion -the 'temporal concentration of proceedings ' , 106 to use Damaška's phrase -contrasts with the more sequential approach taken in non-adversarial jurisdictions.
draws a clear barrier between the investigatory stage and the following trial phase, so that at the trial the information collected in the preliminary stage is not the basis for the decision. Consequently, it is ensured that evidence will be produced and discussed in Court, in observance of the principles of orality and immediacy.
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Damaška contended that the 'day-in-court' 108 trial was one of three 'supporting pillars' of adversarialism. 109 He went so far as to say that removal of any one of the pillars would mean that 'distinctive common law doctrines and practices [would] require a new interpretive frame in order to maintain their vitality -indeed, to survive' . 110 If Scotland were to adopt a more episodic approach to the hearing of evidence, this too would represent a shift towards the inquisitorial model. 111 Perhaps this is a change the Scottish system should make -but it should do so in the awareness of what it means for its system of criminal procedure as a whole.
By the time of the 2015 Review Lord Carloway seems to have reconsidered the view that this more episodic approach would not be a break with the adversarial tradition: Since adversarial lawyers traditionally evince hostility towards non-adversarial procedures, one might expect the Review to describe the merits of inquisitorialism, or offer a comparison of the strengths and weaknesses of the two different approaches, but this is not attempted. Again we see a parallel with the Runciman Commission, which stated:
The trial hearing itself would become the culmination of an evidence gathering and testing exercise, rather than the entire exercise. This would move the concept of the trial further away from the traditional adversarial approach, with its focus on the trial diet itself, and closer to methods deployed successfully to record what is regarded as evidence in inquisitorial systems.
we have not arrived at our proposals through a theoretical assessment of the relative merits of the two legal traditions. On the contrary, we have been guided throughout by practical considerations in proposing changes which will, in our view, make our existing system more capable of serving the interests of both justice and efficiency.
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A footnote in the Scottish 2015 Review informs the reader that
In Ireland, the 'unity of the trial' is an important legal concept with quasi-constitutional force, which has inhibited the introduction of pre-trial case management procedures generally … -see People (AG) v McGlynn … where the Irish Supreme Court held that an uninterrupted 'unitary' jury trial is essential to the requirements of due process.
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In light of the importance that Ireland -also an adversarial jurisdiction -places on the unity of the trial, it is surprising that the values this concept embodies are not then assessed.
It was noted above that the law relating to hearsay evidence will require amendment if these reform proposals are implemented. Lord Carloway's recommendations here stem from a desire for Scottish law to abolish all 'technical rules concerning the admissibility of testimony' in favour of 'a system which allows a free approach upon the part of the fact finder to determine what is proved from all available information' . 115 The drive to rid the law of evidence of many of its exclusionary rules is reminiscent of the Continental approach to 'free proof ' -another step in the inquisitorial direction. 'Free proof ' has two meanings: freedom to admit any relevant evidence (la liberté des preuves), or freedom to assess that evidence as the court sees fit (la liberté d'apprèciation) . 116 117 Lord Carloway's reference to the trial judge having access to 'all available information' suggests that he had in mind the former definition, while his call for the judge to be permitted 'a free approach … to determine what is proved' suggests the latter. It should be noted, however, that the belief that judges in inquisitorial systems are free to assess the evidence as they wish is somewhat fallacious: trial judges in such systems are required to provide reasoned verdicts. These are liable to be carefully scrutinised by appeal courts, thus they must demonstrate that they assessed the evidence in a rigorously rational fashion.
118 By contrast, there is no requirement for a Scottish jury (or judge) to demonstrate that it has engaged in a similar reasoning process. In short, there may be dangers in adopting a 'free proof ' approach without a fuller appreciation of this context.
It is perhaps unfair to expect Lord Carloway, -or indeed any judge who is embarking on reform -to provide a fully developed, normative account of the criminal process; many academic lawyers and legal philosophers have wrestled with this thorny problem, but few have succeeded.
119 Nevertheless, without a better developed philosophy of Scottish criminal procedure we are in danger of making changes in a piecemeal fashion, with insufficient regard to how the process ought to operate, as a whole.
Non-instrumental Concerns: Beyond Truth Discovery
Lord Carloway is of course correct in asserting that one purpose of the criminal trial is to determine the truth of the charge which has been made against the accused. None would doubt that a central aim of criminal procedure is to convict the guilty and acquit the innocent. An instrumental approach to criminal procedure assesses the process as a whole, as well as its various components, according to how well or badly it secures this 'right result' . This was advocated in the 19 th century by Bentham, who believed that the object of criminal procedure was to produce an accurate outcome 120 or 'rectitude of the decision', to use his terminology. Many of the rights guaranteed by the ECHR are designed to contribute to accurate fact-finding. Thus, a tribunal is more likely to arrive at an accurate verdict: if it is independent of the parties and behaves impartially; if the defence is given adequate time and resources to challenge and/or rebut the prosecution's case; and if the 117 Bentham, Rationale of Judicial Evidence (1827), available at: http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/ bentham-the-works-of-jeremy-bentham-vol-7-rationale-of-judicial-evidence-part-2 at 599. 
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Adversarial systems could be better designed in order to improve their truth-finding function -but this is not their sole purpose. Rather, they incorporate important limitations on the search for the truth in order to uphold other values. These include the need to ensure: (a) that doubts about guilt or innocence should be resolved in favour of the accused, and (b) that the criminal process maintains, and demonstrates that it maintains, its moral legitimacy. The maintenance of moral legitimacy requires that the state does not over-reach itself by trampling on citizens' rights in its enforcement of the criminal law.
Erring on the side of Innocence
As noted previously, both the Runciman Commission and the 2011 Review treat 'miscarriage of justice' to mean 'getting the verdict wrong' , whether by convicting the innocent or by acquitting the guilty. 122 This interpretation is one that has found favour with some scholars. Walker, for example, contends that there is a miscarriage of justice 'when a jury perversely refuses to convict an individual' , 123 while Hughes goes so far as to say that 'injustice is done by failing to punish the guilty just as much as by punishing the innocent' . We can distinguish between 'factual guilt' (the accused did, as a matter of fact, commit the crime), and 'legal guilt' (the prosecution has established beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused committed the crime). 125 It is certainly true that public concern is engendered when those who are widely believed to be 'factually guilty' are acquitted, 126 and the principle of double jeopardy (non bis in idem) has been limited in some jurisdictions due to concerns that some 'patently guilty' people have been acquitted. 127 There remains, however, a widely-held perception that a wrongful conviction is a far more serious wrong than a mistaken acquittal. 128 The Runciman Commission's failure to distinguish between the two met with strong criticism. 129 Fact-finding in criminal trials is not an exact science and there will always be a danger of errors, leading to incorrect verdicts. While a wrongful conviction and a mistaken acquittal are both erroneous verdicts, the criminal process does not, and should not, treat them as equally problematic. How we allocate the risk of error is a matter of political morality, dependent on the values a society wishes to promote; one such value is that we should make great effort to avoid convicting the innocent. 131 Criminal justice systems have devised safeguards and conferred rights on those accused of having committed crimes in order to protect against this risk.
132 We make it difficult for the prosecution to secure a conviction by having a presumption of innocence which places the burden of proving guilt on the prosecution, rather than requiring accused persons to prove that they are innocent. We mandate an acquittal unless guilt is proven to a very high standard: 'beyond a reasonable doubt' . As previously noted, Scotland currently offers further protection in demanding that guilt be established from more than one source of evidence: the requirement for corroboration. Such safeguards stem from an abhorrence of wrongful convictions.
A similar concern is reflected in Blackstone's famous maxim that 'it is better that ten guilty persons escape, than that one innocent party suffer'. 133 Different ratios have been suggested such as 50 guilty persons to one innocent, or even 100 to one. There is, of course, no 'correct' ratio; the proportion we decide upon does not reflect the extent to which we are prepared to tolerate mistaken convictions. 134 Rather, the maxim reflects the belief that wrongful convictions are a particularly grave injustice. 135 Quite often rules of evidence provide for exclusion of relevant material despite its reliability and persuasive nature because there may be other, countervailing considerations which outweigh the benefits to be achieved from its admission. The prejudicial effect of allowing the evidence to be heard may be greater than its probative value. Previous convictions are one example 131 See Stein, The refoundation of evidence law, 9 Canadian Journal of Law and Jurisprudence (1996) 
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For an attempt to explain this belief see Ferguson 2016 pp. 147-149. of this. 136 Knowing that an accused has a previous conviction for theft, for example, tells the fact-finder that the accused is not the most honest of persons, but does little to assist in determining whether he is guilty of committing the crime being tried before the court if that crime is robbery, or fraud. There is, however, a real danger that the fact-finder will give a minor theft conviction undue weight and decide that a person who has stolen once may well have graduated to stealing with violence, or has committed other acts of dishonesty. 137 This is an especial danger if the fact-finder is a jury comprised of lay-people.
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Some fact-finding accuracy may therefore have to be sacrificed to ensure that the risk of error falls heavily on the side of wrongful acquittals. 139 By focusing on 'efficiency' and 'truth-finding' , and viewing acquitting the innocent and convicting the guilty as equally important, reformers are in danger of losing sight of this 'prime directive' of criminal procedure: 'to protect the innocent at all reasonable costs' . 
The Maintenance of Moral Legitimacy
As previously noted, the criminal process embodies certain non-instrumental values which are neither related to truth-finding accuracy nor exclusively concerned to minimise the likelihood of convicting the innocent.
141 Those who wish a broad interpretation If a court resolved to convict on the basis of the toss of a coin, 144 the accused could justifiably complain about a lack of fair procedure -and this applies whether or not the accused is factually innocent. A verdict based on a coin toss would be devoid of moral legitimacy. Conviction of an accused involves condemnation and punishment. Punishment is, by definition, an evil; it requires to be justified and it is only justified where an accused has breached society's criminal law norms, and where the nature and extent of the punishment is decided upon and inflicted by one who has both the legal and moral right to do so. Thus we condemn vigilante 'justice' , even if we are in no doubt that the right person was punished, because the punishment has come from an illegitimate source. Depriving individuals of their freedom, taking their money without consent, or forcing them to perform unpaid labour are all unlawful acts unless they stem from a criminal conviction, and it is the state which is the actor. The state must establish the breach of norms to a high degree of certainty, such that we are convinced of the accused's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. It is this guilty verdict which gives the state the moral authority to condemn and punish the convicted person.
The state must demonstrate the legitimacy of the process leading to each conviction. Important process values flow from this requirement: -The state (and its officials: the police, prosecution and judiciary) must behave with the utmost propriety since those who sit in judgement of others must themselves be beyond reproach. In particular, the state must not condemn those who violate society's norms while simultaneously engaging in, or condoning, behaviour which itself violates those norms. -The state must not treat citizens unfairly and must not act in disregard of their process rights. The state must refrain from treating those who are suspected of having committed a crime as if they had already been convicted, when this has yet to be determined. 145 Where the police have overstepped their authority and trampled on rights, the trust between state and citizen is breached, and the state lacks the moral authority to condemn and punish. Thus, confession evidence obtained by state torture or threats of torture should be inadmissible, even if there is independent corroboration which supports the truth of the confession. 146 Courts should refuse to countenance such evidence, not merely because it may be unreliable (threatened with physical pain, many of us will 'admit' to whatever is required from us), but because even the threat of torture taints any evidence obtained as a result; the state loses the moral high ground, and the system lacks integrity. Evidence obtained by means of entrapment of the accused by officials employed by the state has a similar effect. 147 In the same way, if there has been disregard of process rights, such as the right to a fair and timely trial, the right to challenge the prosecution evidence, the right to confront one's accusers, etc. 'the truth' may be revealed and the facts accurately found, but the trial itself is morally redundant.
As we have seen, the Scottish reform proposals raise doubts about the value of defence cross-examination. This is a controversial stance; the majority of common law defence lawyers may well agree with Wigmore's oft-quoted words that cross examination is 'the greatest legal engine ever invented for discovery of truth' . 148 This is a topic on which much might be said, 149 and a detailed exposition of the values underlying the right to 145 This is an imperative which the presumption of innocence seeks to ensure. See Ferguson 2016. 146 confront or examine witnesses would have helped to further the debate. Instead, the Review's main argument is that since defence cross-examination of witnesses at trial does not feature in many Continental European jurisdictions, there is no right to this form of cross-examination required by the ECHR. 150 The focus here is again on instrumental values: cross-examination may be modified or perhaps even dispensed with if the truth can be sought by other means. Such an approach ignores its intrinsic process value: the accused should be entitled to cross-examine witnesses as part of the participation rights which a person who is being prosecuted ought to have. 151 A similar point can be made about proposals to reform the law relating to hearsay evidence. Hearsay is not excluded solely because it is felt to lack probative value, but also because those who have been accused of breaking the criminal law ought to be given a fair opportunity to confront their accusers. As Stein puts it:
Factual findings that could be made on the basis of unexamined testimonial evidence could possibly be accurate, but their accuracy is not the issue. The issue is whether [a] community where criminal trials are allowed to be conducted without full participation of the defendants is politically attractive.
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Of course, in practice this participation is often by defence lawyers, rather than by the defendants themselves. This can be justified on the basis that lawyers tend to be better educated and more articulate than defendants, and are thus better able to represent their interests.
Summers employs the term 'consensualism' to describe the right not to participate.
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In the Scottish criminal process, this manifests itself in the accused's right to remain silent during police questioning, and to refuse to testify. This privilege against self-incrimination and right to silence 154 may also be viewed as an aspect of the right to personal pri- vacy. 155 The search for the truth in criminal cases may necessitate some breach of privacy rights; the police may require to search the accused's property, or even his or her person, but this must be done in accordance with the law, and unwarranted violations of privacy rights may lead to evidence being excluded at trial.
Another process value is the importance of a verdict which has been determined by the application of reason: a logical verdict based on the evidence. 156 According to Summers, this requires a fact-finder to 'carefully ascertain relevant evidence and carefully canvas relevant argument'; 'carefully weigh that evidence and argument, ' 'deliberate calmly and carefully, ' 'resolve issues impartially and therefore solely on the basis of their merits, ' and 'be prepared to give reasons for what is decided. ' 157 Finally, reference was made previously to the right to trial within a reasonable time; this value reflects the maxim that 'justice delayed is justice denied' .
158 Before deciding to increase pre-trial time limits we should consider the values which lie behind this procedural right. It is of course of instrumental value in that speedy trials help to prevent degrading of evidence, but it also serves to ensure that those who are accused of criminal wrongdoing do not have to suffer the hardships of an impending trial such as loss of liberty and reputation, and anxiety about the future, for longer than is necessary. Proposals to extend pre-trial detention periods need to address such non-instrumental considerations, rather than focussing only on the difficulties faced by the prosecution in amassing evidence in the modern world.
Conclusion
The latest reform proposals raise important issues about how best to modernise Scottish criminal procedure, and make several insightful recommendations. It is hardly surprising that the focus of reform is on enhancing the trial's truth-finding abilities; as Thornburn notes: 
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This paper has questioned the orthodox approach. In treating the finding of 'the truth' as their starting premise, the proposals equate mistaken acquittals with wrongful convictions, thereby failing to appreciate that it is of far greater importance that we minimise the latter than the former. The paper has also suggested that rather than assuming that accurate fact-finding is the raison d' être of the criminal process, asking whether particular features serve to enhance this goal, and reforming or even abolishing those features which fail to do so, we need to foster greater debate about some of the non-instrumental goals which the process serves. We should then consider how aspects of our current procedure enhance or detract from these other goals. Finally, it has been argued that the rationale for many features of Scottish criminal procedure lies in the furtherance of one particularly important goal, namely the maintenance of the state's moral legitimacy to condemn and punish offenders. 
